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“Northwest Airlines is most interested in a commercial, methane-powered version that

would cruise at a suborbital level of around 100,000 feet at speeds of Mach 5, or

approximately 3,400 mph. Our support has not waned, although it is contingent upon the

development of a cost-effective, commercially viable transport vehicle capable of providing

both passenger and cargo service.

The shocking loss of the Challenger was viewed by

mil l ions on live TV.

Source: NASA

Artist's concept of the X-30 Space Plane.

Source: NASA



“Our 40 years of experience serving Asia tells us that a properly designed HST will be a

very valuable asset to our airline and our customers well into the 21st century. The HST

could truly revolutionize U.S.-Asia air travel, providing fast, comfortable and efficient

customer service at prices reflecting the value received.

“The next aircraft serving Asian markets will be the 747-400, which will have greater

payload and have a longer range – plus significant advances in technology. In about two

years, Northwest will put into service the first 747-400 produced. Yet, projected demands

for passenger and cargo services continue to call for faster, more productive aircraft.

“The next technological jump is to the HST, also called the Orient Express. To say that this

vehicle would dramatically improve worldwide commercial air service is an

understatement. We expect the Orient Express to have as dramatic an effect on air

transportation as the introduction of jet aircraft or the introduction of the 747. Projected

hourly operating costs of the Orient Express will be substantially higher than subsonic

aircraft, but because of the productivity and speed of the aircraft, trip costs are expected to

be relatively low. The result is that passenger and cargo fares on the Orient Express will be

very competitive with the subsonic trans-Pacific fares of the day.”

Artist's impression of the X-30 on re-entry to Earth. Source: NASA

Northwest used this concept artwork in various marketing

materials, such as ticket jackets.

John Horn. Source: NWA 1988 Annual Report
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